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ABSTRACT:
To restrict, thereby control, is an art. To not to restrict, thereby control, is a greater art. But all is not artist. As such one has to
learn when to restrict, where to restrict, when not to restrict and where not to restrict. Only a wise knows when to stop and
how to stop. It is good to restrict. It is better to withdraw it. It is best not to impose it. They say bail is the rule; jail is the
exception. Restriction limits the movement. It is against independence of any person in question. Independence is the law;
restriction is against the law. If a child is indulged it becomes prodigal. Proper education restricts a child not to be prodigal.
Good citizens need no restriction. As such every nation should take care so that its citizens may become Good Samaritans.
Thus to restrict thereby chain through the chain of independence has its unique applicability.
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INTRODUCTION
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather
than on expression. It does not inform rather reveals, so it
bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, and
the best critical writing is creative. The present article is
the outcome of creative writing meant for lay readers. As
such free style is the methodology adopted so that the
pleasure of reading can be enjoyed by the common mass.
As you know well that, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the
immortal writer, wrote many essays, and notably “Of
Love”, “Of Friendship”, “Of Ambition”, “Of Studies”, etc. The
myriad-minded genius rightly pointed out that all the
words of the dictionary can be the themes of essays one
can write. But little has been done, in this regard since his
death, in order to finish his unfinished monumental works.
In fact Bacon's way of presentation and his unique style
kindled imagination and inspired me to write essays, in the
light of creative writing, thus to get relief through
Catharsis.

ARTICLE
Restrict is to confine, bound, limit. It is subject to
limitation. It implies withhold from general circulation or
disclosure. It is to keep within certain limits. It is to limit. It
is to put certain limitations on. It is to confine. It is to
confine or keep within limits, as of space, action, choice,
quantity, etc. It is drawn back. It is tightened. It is bound.
Restrict is to put a limit on oneself or somebody or
something. It is to control or limit in some way. It is open
only to certain people, especially because things happen
there which the authorities want to keep secret. It is
declared officially secret and available only to certain
people. Thus restriction is law or alias of law. Limit is the
synonym of restrict.

Restriction is restricting or being restricted. It is a thing
that restricts. It implies limitation placed on action.
Restriction enzyme, as per Biochemistry, is an enzyme
which divides DNA at or near a specific sequence of bases.
It can be used to divide genes into segments which can be
combined with those of other species.
Restrictionism is the policy of favouring restriction, as of
trade, immigration, etc.
Restrictionist is one who favours restriction.
Restriction is omnipresent. Man faces it. He has to face it.
He is bound to face it. Thus man willy-nilly faces
restriction infinite times from cradle to grave. Restrictions
are manmade to protect the chastity of the society. Society
restricts a man so that he and other members of the
society can move smoothly. Some persons like not to obey
the rule. They like to disobey the rules more. For these
persons restrictions are relevant.
Restrictions are of various types. Also these are of different
forms having varied degrees and dimensions as well.
There are doctor’s restrictions, children restriction,
student restriction, adults only restriction, child marriage
restriction, temple entry restriction, without shoe
restriction, bride restriction in in-law house, et cetera to
name a few.
Restriction is alias and akin to discipline. A wise obeys
restriction. He is guided by motion. A child or a lover or an
innocent soul seldom likes restriction. They are guided by
emotion. They become furious if they are obstructed in the
name of restriction just like water of a dam. Later on the
child when becomes man is ashamed when he knows his
past naughty days. The lovers are sadly punished by
honour killing for dishonouring the social restrictions.
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A wise hears patiently of restriction. He thinks the
consequences. A fool neither obeys rule nor obeys
restriction. Sometimes an intelligent person violets norms
and becomes dangerous. A fool can, however, be tackled
for its less talent. But an intelligent person cannot be
controlled easily. Because, such a genius is either
dangerously brilliant or brilliantly dangerous or both
simultaneously.
A minor or an insane person should be restricted. Fog
severely restricted visibility. The teacher restricts the
number of students in a class for proper teaching. Families
restricted to having one child to control population. It is
advised to restrict oneself to one glass of wine a day. Speed
is restricted to 30 mph in towns. Entry to the club is
restricted to member only.
There is restricted access. There is restricted movement.
There is restricted development. The shop sells a very
restricted range of books. In modern house, space is often
quite restricted. A restricted area is a place where speed or
parking is strictly controlled. One should not enter a
restricted zone. Then the trespasser is prosecuted. A
restricted document should not make public to avoid
untoward incidents.
Tourists are now able to visit most East European
countries without restriction. There is speed restriction.
There is price restriction. There is an import restriction.
The authority places a restriction or imposes a restriction
or enforces a restriction as and when required without
showing any cause. Simultaneously the authority
withdraws any restriction if it is no longer required to
maintain law and order. The government has agreed to lift
restrictions on trade with Britain. There is no restriction
on the amount one can withdraw as long as his account
stays in credit. The sale of firearms is subject to many legal
restrictions.
Restrictive means imposing restrictions. It prevents people
from doing what they want. It is restricting or tending to
restrict. For example: She finds living with her aunt rather
restrictive. It implies limiting e.g. restrictive regulations.
It expresses restriction, as in relative clauses, phrases, etc.,
that limit the application of the verb to the subject, e.g.
people who like historic buildings should visit Edinburgh.
Restrictive is serving to restrict. It is of the nature of a
restriction. It is expressing or implying limitation of
application, as terms or expressions. As per grammar it is
limiting the meaning of a modified element e.g. a
restrictive adjective.

This trade practice is against the public interest, as e.g. an
agreement to sell only to certain buyers, or to keep up
resale prices. It is used also of certain trade union
practices, as the closed shop, demarcation, working to rule.
Restrictive practise, as is seen in Britain, is an agreement
to limit competition or output in industry. In Britain, it is
considered as derogatory. It is an agreement or ways of
working which make an organization less efficient than it
could be in order to prevent competition or protect
people’s job, especially by limiting the price at which goods
may be sold or the amount of goods that may be produced.
Restrictive clause, as per English grammar, limits or
identifies such nouns and cannot be removed from a
sentence without changing the sentence's meaning.
Restrictive clause is a clause which functions as an
adjective to identify the word it modifies. This clause is
essential for the intended meaning. It is a relative clause
that identifies the antecedent. This clause is not offset with
commas. For example: The boy who broke the window is
at the door.
As per grammar restrictive clause designates a modifier, as
a word, phrase, or subordinate clause, that limits the
reference of the word or phrase it modifies and thus is
essential to the meaning of a sentence. It is not set off by
punctuation. For example: “who laughed” in “the person
who laughed is my friend” is a restrictive relative clause.
Restrictive covenant is a provision that restricts the action
of a party to an agreement, as any covenant i.e.
unenforceable by law seeking to prevent the sale of real
estate to a member of a specified minority group.
Restricted implies confined. It means limited. It specially
means that may be seen only by authorised personnel e.g.
a restricted document. It is, chiefly US, excluding certain
groups, especially minorities. As per US Government
Military of information, a document, etc. it is limited to
persons authorised to use such information, documents,
etc. It is limited to or admitting only members of a
particular group or class especially, white gentiles.
Restricted area is an area in which a speed limit is in
operation. In such an area there is a special speed limit for
vehicles. Restricted parking, for example, is restricted for
vehicles to five days a week. Restricted area means one
from which the general public is excluded. In US it is an
area which military personnel are not allowed to enter.

Restrictive means restricting or tending to restrict. In
grammar it is designating a clause, phrase, or word felt as
limiting what it modifies and so not set off with commas.
Example: The man who spoke to us is my uncle.

An examinee must restrict his composition to the point
given. A debate is restricted to five minutes for each
speaker. Tall buildings restrict the view in every direction.
Laws restricting freedom of speech should be scrapped.
Restrictions on foreign travel are imposed upon the
persons under trial in the court. Restrictions on the import
of luxury of goods are done for the benefit of local goods.

Restrictive practice is any agreement that affects the
supply of goods or production. It is also called restrictive
trade practice. It is any work practice that hinders the
most efficient use of machinery, etc. Also it is called
restrictive labour practice.

Authority takes restrictive measure for disobeying any
rule. Death penalty has a very restricted application.
Someone is restricted to advising to avoid nepotism. Neck
to neck competition is restricted within narrow limits. It is
subject to restriction. It is designated as not for general
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disclosure.
To restrict, thereby control, is an art. To not to restrict,
thereby control, is a greater art. But all is not artist. As
such one has to learn when to restrict, where to restrict,
when not to restrict and where not to restrict. Only a wise
knows when to stop and how to stop. It is good to restrict.
It is better to withdraw it. It is best not to impose it. They
say bail is the rule; jail is the exception. Restriction limits
the movement. It is against independence of any person in
question. Independence is the law; restriction is against
the law. If a child is indulged it becomes prodigal. Proper
education restricts a child not to be prodigal. Good citizens
need no restriction. As such every nation should take care
so that its citizens may become Good Samaritans. Thus to
restrict thereby chain through the chain of independence
has its unique applicability.

CONCLUSION
Always restriction is not good for the growth of the
children. It restricts thereby causes hindrance for smooth
flowering thereby building up of personality. The person
cannot take decision later on independently. When
support is removed he simply falls. He is afraid thereby
cannot face the hard reality. He becomes mad. He cannot
mix with other. He cannot distinguish between good and
bad. Such an immature character becomes either deceived
or involved in bad company and ultimately gets ruined.
Thus too much restriction is bad than no restriction at all.
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